Abstract-This research paper proposes a secured, robust approach of information security using steganography. It presents two component based LSB (Least Significant Bit) steganography methods for embedding secret data in the least significant bits of blue components and partial green components of random pixel locations in the edges of images. An adaptive LSB based steganography is proposed for embedding data based on the data available in MSB's (Most Significant Bits) of red, green, and blue components of randomly selected pixels across smooth areas. A hybrid feature detection filter is also proposed that performs better to predict edge areas even in noisy conditions. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and random pixel embedding is incorporated to provide two-tier security. The experimental results of the proposed approach are better in terms of PSNR and capacity. The comparison analysis of output results with other existing techniques is giving the proposed approach an edge over others. It has been thoroughly tested for various steganalysis attacks like visual analysis, histogram analysis, chi-square, and RS analysis and could sustain all these attacks very well.
INTRODUCTION
The initial work on LSB steganography was on LSB Substitution and was explored by (Chang et al., 2002) , (THIEN et al., 2003) , (Wang et al., 2000 (Wang et al., , 2001 , (Chang et al., 2003 (Chang et al., , 2006 and (Chan et al., 2001 (Chan et al., , 2004 , which substitutes the same number of bits of each and every pixel of input host images for hiding the secret text or message and give rise to PoVs. They are easily attacked by the Chi-square Test given by (West fled et al., 1999), (Provos et al., 2002) and (Stanley, 2005) . LSB Matching was introduced by (Ker et al., 2004 ) and researched by (Mielikainen, 2006) , (LI, 2009 ), (Luo et al., 2010) , (Kumar et al., 2012) and was attacked by (Ker, 2005) based on the Center of Mass (COM) of the Histogram Characteristic Function (HCF). Adaptive LSB was worked on by (Lie et al., 2000) , (Liu et al., 2004) , (Kekre et al., 2008) and is based on variable number bits substitutions. However, it is unable to utilize HVS masking characteristics completely and is affected by the edge masking effect. The PVD methods are among the most popular methods. They were explored by (Wu and Tsai, 2003) , (Park et al., 2005) , (Wu et al., 2005) , (Yang et al., 2006) , (Jung et al., 2008) , (Liu et al., 2008) , , (Yang et al., 2008) , (Maleki et al., 2011) , (Liao et al., 2011) and (Mandal et al., 2011) . PVD techniques follows the principle that the edge areas that are high in contrast, intensity, and transitions can tolerate more changes than smooth areas. But the problem with these techniques is their inability to make the proper demarcation in edges and textures. Moreover, these techniques were complex to hide large amount of data in images. PVD techniques were easily attacked by (Zhang et al., 2004) . The edge detection filter based technique was utilized by (Alwan et al., 2005) , (Negi et al., 2006) , (Hempstalk, 2006) , (Singh et al., 2007) , (Chen et al., 2010) , (Hussain, 2011) and (Bassil et al., 2011) for steganography in gray images. But the advancement in image technology to RGB leads to steganography application for color images. Pixel indicator techniques introduced by (Gutub et al., , 2009 ) and (Gandharba et al., 2011) for color images had the major drawback of treating all color components (red, green, and blue) equally. This contradicted the Hecht principle, which reveals that the visual perception of intensely red objects is highest, followed by intensely green objects, and is least for intensely blue objects. (i.e., red plays the most significant and blue plays a least significant role in color formulation.) So, we can integrate maximum changes in a blue component and average changes in a green component and the least amount of changes in a red component without making much of a difference to the color image. Color component based techniques researched by (Imran et al., 2007) , , (Roque et al., 2009 ) and (Mandal et al., 2012) were not fully tested for all types of attacks, like targeted and universal ones, and were focused on a single component. They didn't utilize cryptography and random sequence generator techniques to make these techniques more resistant to attacks. (Chen et al., 2010) proposed a steganography technique using a hybrid filter, but tested it for gray images. Moreover it wasn't tested for targeted and universal attacks. A capacity of 2.8 bpp (bits per pixel) is good, but the highest PSNR value attained was only 28.6 db. (Mandal, 2011 ) achieved 49% PSNR but didn't even address the capacity factor and (Hussain et al., 2011) achieved the highest PSNR for very small text messages. (Liao et al., 2011 ) achieved 39db PSNR with good capacity but also explicitly mentioned in their research paper that they targeted quality and capacity as a tradeoff between capacity, quality, and robustness. They compromised resistance to attacks for quality and capacity. (Kekre et al., 2009 ) and (Husain et al., 2010) also worked on quality and capacity but this was successfully attacked by (Singh et al., 2012) . The three most required evaluation criteria for any good steganography techniques are robustness, imperceptibility, and capacity. There is no technique so far for color images that would fully target all of these criteria. So there is an urgent requirement for a technique that would provide good capacity and high PSNR value and that is resistant to all targeted, as well as universal steganalysis attacks, for color images.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The present research provides improved LSB based steganography techniques, which will work in a spatial domain, for hiding data in a 24-bit bitmap color image. It integrates the following three new techniques:
• The hybrid feature (line/edge/boundary/circle) detection technique integrates the canny and enhanced hough transform for bifurcating an input cover image into an edge and smooth areas.
• The two components based LSB substitution technique for hiding encrypted messages in the edges of given cover image.
• An adaptive LSB Substitution technique for hiding messages in in the smooth areas of given cover image.
• In addition to the above techniques, AES is used to encrypt input text files and random pixel embedding is incorporated to embed data at random pixel locations.
The various algorithms utilized in the proposed system are as explained below.
P1. The Hybrid Feature Detection Technique for Extracting Edges and Smooth Areas
A new hybrid feature detection technique for extracting edges and smooth areas from an image is being proposed. It integrates the canny edge detection proposed by (Canny, 1986 ) and the enhanced hough transform edge linking technique given by (Hough, 1962) .
P11. Edge Detection Using Canny Edge Detector:
The canny edge detector is widely considered to be the standard edge detection algorithm in the industry. It is known as an optimal edge detector due its good detection abilities, good localization, and minimal amount of false edges. It uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a wide range of edges in images.
Algorithm:
1. Smoothing: blurring of the image to remove noise. 2. Finding gradients: the edges should be marked where the gradients of the image have large magnitudes. 3. Non-maximum suppression: Only local maxima should be marked as edges. 4. Double thresholding: potential edges are determined by thresholding. 5. Edge tracking by hysteresis: final edges are determined by suppressing all of the edges that are not connected to a very certain (strong) edge.
P12. The Enhanced Hough Transform:
The hough transform technique is used to refine the output of the canny edge detector. It is used to detect peaks, edge links, lines, and circles in the output image retrieved from the canny edge detector. The various steps that need to be followed in the enhanced hough transform are as listed below: a. Conversion from the xy plane to ρθ plane: this function used to transform xy plane to ρθ plane in which the hough transform works.
Syntax:
[htm, θ, ρ] = convert_xy_ ρθ (eps, δθ, δρ) Inputs: eps is the edge pixels image that is retrieved after applying the canny edge detector on the given input cover image. δθ and δρ represents the hough transform bins along the θ axis and the ρ axis, respectively Outputs: convert_xy_ρθ () converts the xy-plane to the ρθ-plane. A matrix called the hough transform matrix, which is denoted by htm, represents the output obtained after carrying this plane transformation. This output hough transform matrix is nρ x nθ in which nρ = 2*ceil (norm (size (eps))/ δρ) -1 and nθ = 2*ceil(90/ δθ). Here θ and ρ are element vectors specifying the angle in degrees corresponding to each column and row of htm respectively.
b. Peak Detection:
The function hough_peaks_detect () is used to detect peaks in the hough transform matrix retrieved in a. The steps that are to followed are as listed below: ⅰ Locate all of the cells in the hough transform matrix with a maximum value, as compared to other cells, and store their positions. ⅱ Suppress all the rest of the Hough transform cells of the hough transform matrix, which are in the neighborhood with the cells in step i to zero. ⅲ Repeat steps i and ii until the desired threshold is reached or until the target number of peaks is not reached.
Syntax:
[row_cord, col_cord, htm_p]= hough_peaks_detect (htm, max_num_of_peaks, threshold, neighborhood)
Inputs: Max_num_of_peaks specifies the maximum number of peaks to be traced from htm (output matrix from step a). Any value for a hough transform cell in htm that is below the given threshold value is not to be taken as a peak. A neighborhood is a two element vector that defines the location of hough transform cells in htm and is to be provided with suppression of values. These are the cells around each identified peak, which are suppressed to zero.
Outputs: htm_p is the output matrix that successfully represents all of the peak locations and the suppressed neighborhood. Each and every peak is identified by their row and column coordinates row_cord and col_cord, respectively. c. Line Detection and Linking: a. After a successful detection of all the peaks in the hough transform matrix, the next step is to determine the line segments associated with those peaks along with the start and end of those segments. So, the locations of all non-zero pixels, which formulate that peak, are determined. The same is done using hough_pixels_detect ().
[row_cord, col_cord] = hough_pixels_detect (htm_p, θ, ρ, row_bins, col_bins) Inputs: htm_p is the hough transform matrix with all peak locations returned from Step b. θ and ρ are the axis' to work in and row_bins and col_bins are the row and columns bins positions returned by hough_peaks_detect().
Outputs: hough_pixels_detect returns the row and column coordinates for all of the pixels that formulate the line segments.
b. The next step is to trace the line segments formulated from the pixels determined in Step a. The pixel coordinates returned by using the hough_pixels_detect () are joined together to formulate the line segment. Function hough_lines_detect () work according to the following steps:
1. Rotate the pixels along the vertical line. 2. Sort the pixel locations. 3. Locate gaps in different line segments and merge line segments whose gap is less than the minimum gap that has been specified. 4. Return only those line segments with a length that is greater than the minimum length specified.
Lines_detected=hough_lines_detect (htm_p, θ, ρ, row_bins, col_bins, min_gap_in_lnsegments, minimal_length)
Inputs: htm_p is a hough transform matrix with all of the peak locations returned from Step a. θ and ρ are the axis' to work in given by function convert_xy_ ρθ (); row_bins and col_bins are rows and columns bins positions returned by hough_peaks_detect ().
Outputs: Line segments hough_lines_detect () detects all line segments in the output matrix htm_p are traced using the given row_bins and col_bins. Any two retrieved line segments from the same hough transform bin which are separated by a gap of less than the specified min_gap_in_lnsegments are combined into a single segment. Now, if the length of this newly formulated segment is less than the minimal_length, all of pixels forming it are discarded.
d. Circle Detection:
It is done using the function hough_circle_detection (), which detects the multiple circles in an image using hough transform.
Syntax:
Circles=hough_circle_detection (eps, min_rad, max_rad, min_edge_pxs_ratio, max_circle_diff); Inputs: Here eps is the input image for the hough_circle_detection () function, which is retrieved after application of the canny edge detector on the input cover image and so a gray image min_rad minimal radius is possible and max_rad is the maximum radius that is possible for the circle in pixels. The min_edge_pxs_ratio is the ratio of the minimal amount of edge pixels of a circle that are detected out to the perimeter of a circle. It is generally between 0 to1 (0<min_edge_pxs_ratio>1) and its default value taken is 0.3 and so this makes it an optional argument. max_circle_diff is the maximum possible difference between two circles for them to be considered as the same one whose default value taken is 12 and so is an optional argument. For example, if fst_circle (p1, q1, r1) and sec_circle (p2, q2, r2) are the two circles detected then max_circle_diff = |p1-p2|+|q1-q2|+|r1-r2|.
Outputs: It is the m-by-4 array of m circles (p, q, r, no_of_pixels) where p and q are the center coordinates and r is the radius and no_of _pixels gives the count of pixels covered.
The description of steps for hough_circle_detection () are as listed below. a. The input validation step:
• If argument max_circle_diff is missing, use its default value of 12.
• If the min_edge_pxs_ratio is missing, use its default value 0.3.
• If the number of arguments<3, display an error message.
• Make sure all argument values are positive. b. Create a three dimensional hough array in which the first two dimensions specify the coordinates of the circle center and the third argument specifies the radius.
c. Edges are detected using the canny edge detector, while resetting the value for threshold to balance between the performance and detection quality.
d. (ep_x-max_rad to ep_x+max_rad, ep_y-max_rad to ep_y-max_rad) are the possible locations for circle centers for an edge pixel (ep_x, ep_y) so mapping is done in the same manner.
e. Formulate the grid (0 to d_max_rad, 0 to d_max_rad), and then compute the distances between the center and all the grid points to form a radius. Here d_max_rad is double the maximum radius max_rad.
f. Increment the corresponding elements in the hough array for each edge pixel determination.
g. Mark these circles highlighted on input cover image while deleting duplications.
P13. Hybrid Feature Detection:
The algorithm reads a 24-bit color image denoted by CI= {cp1, cp2, cp3,…………..cpn-1}, where cpi is the ith pixel in the image and n is the total number of pixels.
In the same context, every color pixel cpi can be represented as cpi={rci[rc0,….rc7], gci[gc0,…..gc7], bci[bc0,……bc7]} where i is the index of the ith pixel, rci is the ith bit of color component rc, gci is the ith bit of color component gc, and bci is the ith bit of color component bc. Here CI is a 24-bit image so each of its pixels is made up of 3 color components-each of which is 8 bits in length.
2. The algorithm converts CI into a gray image, as denoted by f(CI)=GI, where GI stands for gray image. The purpose of this conversion is to ease the processing of subsequent steps.
3. Three parameters: 1) the size of the Gaussian filter, 2) a low threshold, and 3) a high threshold are automatically chosen where the results of the filter are optimal.
4. The canny edge detection algorithm is executed on GI as described above in Section P11 using the three parameters selected in Step 3. The results are a collection of lines, curves, and points denoting the edges or the boundaries of the objects in the image GI. The pixels that constitute the extracted edges are represented as EP= {ep1, ep2, ep3 …epr-1} where ej is the jth pixel that makes up the edges and r is the total number of these pixels.
Thereafter we applied the enhanced hough transform to extract various other features like shapes, lines, and circles.
The output image after applying the canny edge detector has distorted edges, which are not properly joined with each other and so edge linking is required to fill in the edge gaps. Therefore, a global edge linking technique (i.e., the hough transform) has been applied, as described above in P12, on the output image obtained by the canny so as to obtain more refined edges. The hough transform can even detect lines, edges, links and shapes that were not traceable through the Canny. The edge pixels that were retrieved after applying the hough transform are represented as: HEP= {hep1, hep2, hep3 …hepq-1}, where hepj is the jth pixel in the image and q is the total number of edge pixels.
P2. An Adaptive LSB Substitution for Smooth Areas
We have used the algorithm provided by (Kekre, 2009 ) and modified it to get smoother areas. In this approach a variable number of LSBs would be utilized for embedding secret message bits, in accordance with this algorithm.
For all pixels across smooth areas: 1. If the value of the red component (sp_rc), green component (sp_gc), and blue component (sp_bc) of the smooth pixel spi is in the range of 240 to 255 (i.e., 240<=spi_rc<=255, 240<=spi_gc<=255, and 240<=spi_bc<=255) then utilize all of the bits of the blue component for embedding data. This is done by first checking that the 4 MSBs all equal 1.
2. If the value sp_rc, sp_gc, sp_bc is in the range of 224 to 239 (i.e., 224<=spi_rc<=239, 224<=spi_gc<=239 and 224<=spi_bc<=239) then utilize 6 LSBs of the blue component for embedding of data This is done by checking that the first 3 MSBs all equal 1.
3. If the value sp_rc, sp_gc, sp_bc is in the range of 192 to 223 (i.e., 192<=spi_rc<=223, 192<=spi_gc<=223 and 192<=spi_bc<=223) then utilize 5 LSBs of the blue component for embedding of data. This is done by checking that the first 2 MSBs both equal 1. 4. If the value sp_rc, sp_gc, sp_bc is in the range of 0 to 191 (i.e., 0<=spi_rc<=191, 1<=spi_gc<=191 and 0<=spi_bc<=191) then utilize 4 LSBs of the blue component for embedding for embedding of data. This is done by checking that the 1st MSB equals 1. This is illustrated in Table 3 .1.
For all of the components (red, green, blue) of each and every pixel in a color image across the smooth areas (except those already embedded by the above algorithm), the following embedding process is employed:
1. If the value of the current pixel component (the first 4 MSB's are all 1's) say for example, the cpci, is in the range of 240 <= cpci>=255, then we utilize 4 LSBs of that component for embedding.
2. If the value of the cpci (First 3 MSB's are all 1's), is in the range of 224 <= cpci>=239 then we utilize 3 LSBs of that component for embedding.
3. If the value of the cpci (the first 2 MSB's are all 1's), is in the range of 192 <= cpci>=223 then we embed 2-bits of secret data into the 2 LSB's of that component.
4. And in all other cases where values are in the range of 0 <= cpci>=192 we embed 1-bit of secret data into 1 LSB of that component. This is illustrated in Table 3 .2. A similar procedure is adapted for extracting the hidden text from the image. 
P3. The Two Components-Based LSB Substitution for Edge Areas
In this method, the 8-bits of the first component (blue component) for the image pixels would be replaced with secret text message bits followed by a secret message being embedded into the 4 least significant bits of the green component.
For all edge pixels retrieved through hybrid feature detection: a. Read each edge pixel provided by the hybrid feature detection that was described in Section 3.1. Each edge pixel can be represented as: epi={ Ri[r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7], Gi[g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7], Bi [b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7]} Here, I is a 24-bit image so each of its pixels is made up of 3 color components red (R), green (G), and blue (B). Each of which is 8-bits in length. i is the index of the ith pixel, ri is the ith bit of the color component R, gi is the ith bit of color component G, and bi is the ith bit of the color component B. b. Embed message bits in epi (Gi[g4,g5,g6,g7],Bi[b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7]) in the sequence b7 to b0 and then g7 to g4. c. Embed data until:
ⅰ The end of the message data is not reached.
-OR-ⅱ The end of the edge pixels is reached.
d. If the end of the message data is reached then the embedding is over and in the other
case embed the rest of the message data using by using the adaptive LSB approach given in section P2. The utilizations bits in this technique are 12-bits out of a total of 24-bits of pixels. A similar procedure is used for extracting message bits from edge pixels.
P4. Encryption and Decryption Using AES
An input text file is encrypted using the standard encryption technique AES, as defined in (FIPS, 2001) , in order to provide two tier security for the proposed system. It ensures that the message will not be understood by any, even in the case that its existence is disclosed due to being encrypted.
Encryption using AES:
For each round (except the final round) with the state and key as inputs, repeat the follow- Perform XOR operation between received round key and state.
Decryption using AES
For each round (except the final round) with the state and key as inputs, repeat the following steps:
a. Inverse_ Substitute_State_Bytes() b. Inverse_Shift_State_Rows () c. Inverse_Mix_State_Columns() d. Inverse_Add_Round_key() For the final round, step c is not performed. All of the above decryption steps are the same as for encryption, except they should be done in reverse.
P5. Random Pixel Embedding and Extraction
Random pixel embedding, as given by (Schneier et al., 2003) , has been implemented in the present work by using the Linear Congruential Generator (LCG). It is also known as the Pseudo Number Generator (PRNG), which is probably one of the most commonly used techniques out of the family of pseudorandom techniques, and is used for generating random numbers. With a given seed it will keep generating random numbers, this is why it selects random pixels to embed in both edge and smooth areas.
Random Pixel Embedding:
Before being embedded into any pixel, a random pixel is selected using the function random_pixel_generator (), which is defined below. a. Initialize the values for the increment, multiplier, initial seed, and the maximum_ possible_value. (An initial seed is any value from 0 to 16,777,215 for a 24-bit color bitmap image and the maximum possible value is 1,677,215). b. Assign values for the seed, increment, multiplier, and the maximum_possible_value as long as the 4 conditions listed below are satisfied. 1. The increment must be relatively prime to maximum possible value. 2. multiplier-1 must be a multiple of every prime p that divides the maximum_possible_value. 3. multiplier-1 must be a multiple of (a number) if the maximum_possible_value is a multiple of a number. 4. The seed, increment, multiplier, and maximum_possible_value must all be greater than 0. c. Compute the Random_Pixel_Value= Multiplier * Seed + Increment mod (maximum possible value). d. Repeat step c while keeping the values of the increment, multiplier, and maximum pos-sible value as the same. However, the random_pixel_value generated becomes the seed for the next random number, in order to generate all values from 1 to the maximum possible value. e. Return the Random_Pixel_Value. Do this so that the output will be a random pixel number.
Random Pixel Extraction
During extraction the same procedure is repeated while facilitating the selection of the same pixels. Random pixel extraction will select the same set of pixels for the same set of value increments, multipliers, initial seeds, and the maximum range.
IMPLEMENATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is comprised of the two components, as shown in Figure 3 .1. 
The Embedding Module
The main algorithm for the embedding stage can be explained as follows:
1. Input the secret text/image file that is to be hidden in the cover image. 2. Select the cover image (BITMAP file) from the list of stored image files and the text files. 3. Extract the input cover image to the edge and smooth areas by using the new hybrid feature detection filter described in Section P1. 4. Calculate the size of the secret text file. 5. The secret text data is first encrypted using the advanced encryption standard described in Section P4. 6. Substitute the encrypted secret characters from Step 5 to cover the image that was randomly obtained from
Step 3 as explained in Section P5. For edge areas, embed secret text data using new two component based LSB substitution technique described in section P3 and procedure 3.1.1. For smooth areas, embed the secret text data using adaptive LSB method, as described in Section P2 and Procedure 3.1.2.
Procedure for Embedding Edge Areas
• Extract all of the pixels marked as edges, as explained in section P1, of the given cover input image and store values retrieved in the array called the Cover_Edge_Pixel_Array.
• Extract all the characters of the given text file (to be hidden in the cover image) and store the values retrieved in an array called the Message_Character_Array.
• Extract all of the characters from the stego key in the Key_Array.
• Choose the first pixel and pick characters from the Key_Array and place characters of Key_Array in 8 bits of the blue component of a pixel. If there are more characters in the Key_ Array, then place the rest of them in the 4 bits of green component and then into the next pixel and so on until there are characters in the Key_Array.
• Place a terminating symbol to indicate end of the key. 'EOF' has been used as a terminating symbol in this algorithm.
• Place the characters of Message_Character_Array in 8 bits of the blue component and 4 bits of the green component of pixel while repeating it until all of the characters have been embedded or until we have reached the last edge pixel.
• If it is applicable, you will then need to place a terminating symbol to indicate the end of data.
• The obtained stego output image will hide all of the characters that we input.
Procedure for Embedding the Smooth Areas
a. Extract all of the remaining pixels of the given input image, which are not marked as edges, as explained in section P1, and store them in Cover_Smooth_Pixel_Array. b. For each red, green, blue component of each and every pixel stored in Cover_ Smooth_Pixel_Array, repeat the following steps till we reach end of Message-CharacterArray or end of Cover_Smooth_Pixel_Array. ⅰ Calculate number of bits available as given in section P2. ⅱ Place the remaining characters from Message-Character-Array into available bits of Cover_Smooth_Pixel_Array.
Extraction Module
The main algorithm for the extraction stage can be listed as follow:
• Extraction of Input cover image to Edge and smooth areas using new hybrid feature detec-tion filter as in section P1.
• Extraction of secret text message from stego image is carried from random pixels of cover image using Function defined in section P5.
• For edge areas: Extract data from 8 bits of blue component and 4 least significant bits of green component as described in section P3 and Procedure 3.2.1 • For smooth areas: Extract data from adaptive number of bits as described in section P2 andProcedure 3.2.2.
• Apply AES Decryption method described in section P4.
Procedure for Extraction for Edge areas
a. Extract all pixels marked as edges as described in P1 of given cover input image and store in the array called Cover_Edge_Pixel_Array. b. Now, start scanning pixels from Cover_Edge_Pixel_Array and keep extracting key characters from first and second (partial) components of all pixels to Key-Array until you get the terminating symbol. c. If this extracted key matches with the key entered by the receiver, then again start scanning next pixels and extract secret message characters from first (blue) and second (partial green) component of next pixels and place it in Message_Character_Array until you the get terminating symbol or you reach the last edge pixel.
Procedure for Extraction for Smooth Areas
a. Extract all remaining pixels of input cover image which are not marked as edges as explained in section P1 and store them in the Cover_Smooth_Pixel_Array. b. Calculate the number of bits that available in each red, green, and blue component of each pixel, respectively, that is being used for embedding, as explained in Section P2. c. Now, start scanning pixels from the Cover_Smooth_Pixel_Array and keep extracting characters from the number of bits, as determined by Step a, in the character array until you get the terminating symbol. 
RESULT ANALYSIS
R1
Evaluation Criteria I: Imperceptibility/Quality
This is a quantifiable measurement of how finely a secret message has been embedded into a given cover image without anyone knowing about its existence at all. It is scaled to measure the invisibility of hidden information in a stego image. The higher the imperceptibility, the higher its invisibility, and the better the quality of the image is. It is one of the most widely used criteria to evaluate the performance of any steganography technique, which is measured using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) PSNR is a metric used for the measurement of imperceptibility or for the quality of a stego image. Its units are decibels (dB). The higher the value of the PSNR, the higher the imperceptibility or the quality of the image will be. So, all steganography techniques work to acquire more and more PSNR value. It is measured as: Here, M designates number of rows and N is the number of cover image columns. P(x, y) and P'(x, y) are the pixel values for the cover and stego image, respectively. MSE stands for "Mean Square Error."
Evaluation Criteria II: Capacity or Payload
The payload is the scale for measuring the capacity of a cover image to hide a secret message inside it without being noticed by anyone. It provides the measure of the maximum number of bits that can be hidden into the cover image with an acceptable stego image quality.
Evaluation Criteria III: Robustness or Resistance to Attacks
The robustness of a steganography system is defined as its immunity against all types of attacks that are carried out by an intruder to extract hidden information.
The success of any steganography system is attained for all three major criteria viz. imperceptibility (calculated through PSNR), capacity and robustness (immunity to visual analysis, histogram analysis, chi square, and RS analysis). Any steganography approach is successful if it is able to provide a higher PSNR and capacity value than existing techniques along with immunity to attacks. So, the proposed approach was thoroughly tested with many test images to test for an attainment of these criteria and the results are given in next sections.
R2. Outcomes for Criteria I and II
The outcome results for PSNR and capacity are shown in Table 4 .1 on various cover images after embedding a confidential text file, while varying the size of the text file and cover image. From above mentioned results we can say that our proposed approach has proven better in Evaluation Criteria I and II than already exisiting techniques. It provides better imeperceptibilty/ quality and hiding capacity than previous known techniques.
R4. Evaluation Analysis for Criteria III-Robustness/Resistance to Attacks
The robustness of the proposed technique was thoroughly tested through various steganlysis attacks. These included visual analysis and statistical analysis. The various results are explained below.
R41. Visual Analysis
The results of the proposed technique on a 24-bit color image (FAMILY.bmp) can be seen in 
R42. Statistical Analysis: Histogram Analysis
The results of the histogram analysis tecnhnique are shown in Figure 4 .2 and no differences were found in the histograms of the original and stego images, so they could not be attacked. 
R43. Statistical Analysis: Chi-Square Attack
The proposed approach was even tested by the chi square attack and it could succesfully withstand these attacks, as shown in Figure 4 .3. Table 4 .3 show the results of RS analysis for the family cover image. The analysis predicts that the difference between RM (Positive Regular) and R-M (Negative Regular) are less than 10%. Furthermore, the difference between SM (Positive Singular) and S-M (Negative Singular) is also less than 10%. This indicates that the image is secured. 
CONCLUSION
This research achieves the goal of implementing a new steganography approach for images. It integrates three new techniques viz. the hybrid feature detection technique; two components based LSB substitution technique and the adaptive LSB substitution technique. It achieved the target of improved imperceptibility (calculated by using PSNR) with minimum MSE (mean square error) as compared with existing techniques. It achieved an improved hiding capacity while utilizing 12 bits out of the total 24 bits of each pixel of RGB color image in the edge areas as well as smooth areas of the cover image. In addition, it also provides a better form of the feature detection technique, which is a hybrid of the canny edge detector and hough transform while providing more refined results. Noise and other disturbances had fewer effects on our results, due to the hybrid feature detector, which was based on a combination of the canny and enhanced hough transform. More robustness is provided to our proposed technique as it is integrated with an advanced encryption standard (AES). A better resistance to attacks is met by combining it with a random pixel embedding technique. The robustness of the proposed approach has been tested through the application of various steganalysis attacks like visual analysis, histogram analysis, chi square analysis and RS analysis. The overall results are satisfactory.
